Shannon and the St. Petersburg Paradox

The St. Petersburg Paradox asks how much you would be willing to pay to receive an infinite expected amount of money. For example, would you pay 100 dollars to receive a payoff of 2, 4, 8, ..., dollars with respective probabilities 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, ...? Although Shannon did not address this question, his general advocacy of growth optimality in his famous 1966 MIT talk led to a parting of the ways with Nobel laureate Paul Samuelson but provides a natural resolution of the paradox. We introduce the idea of relative growth rate (thus dispensing with the so-called super St. Petersburg paradox) and establish growth rate optimality and competitive optimality while arguing that any price for the St. Petersburg gamble is attractive, but the proportion of wealth invested in St Petersburg decreases rapidly with the cost.
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